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ABSTRACT In recent years, Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) technology has been widely used in power
transmission line inspection. UAV operating parameters determine the quality of the acquired insulator
image, which directly affects the efficiency of transmission line inspection. Regarding the inspection of
ceramic insulators, this work establishes a three-dimensional (3D)model of ceramic insulators, and simulates
the changes in shooting distance, angle, and height of the UAV through three geometric transformations:
rotation, translation, and scaling. The influence of those three UAV operating parameters (the shooting
distance, angle, and height) on the integrity of the ce-ramic insulator steel cap is studied. In the infrared
zero value detection of 110kV ceramic insulators, It is found that the best setting for obtaining the maximum
steel cap area is: shooting distance of 3–7 meters, shooting height of 1 meter below the center of the insulator
string, and a shooting depression angle of 0◦. The UAV operating parameters setting method proposed in
this paper will provide theoretical and practical basis for the in-depth intelligent inspection of transmission
line insulators.

13 INDEX TERMS UAV operating parameters, insulator, zero value defect, infrared detection.

I. INTRODUCTION14

With the rapid development of the power industry and the15

grow of the power, traditional manual inspection methods can16

no longer meet the needs of modern power grid. UAV inspec-17

tion is safe and efficient [1], [2]. Taking visible and infrared18

images of insulators and using image processing technol-19

ogy to detect defects has become the development direc-20

tion of UAV power grid inspections. However, the integrity21

of the insulators in the image (insulators blocked, overlap-22

ping, and deformed) insufficient will cause problems such as23

low robustness on defect detection [3]–[5], resulting in poor24

detection results.25

Several researchers have studied insulator identification26

and defect detection based on insulator images. Jiang et al. [6]27

proposed a method to identify insulators by combining the28
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color, shape and texture characteristics of insulators, and 29

proposed a method to detect the defects of glass insulators 30

based on the distance between the insulator plates. However, 31

if the shooting distance is far, the influence of the background 32

texture will increase, resulting in a decrease in the detec- 33

tion accuracy. Zhang et al. [7] identified insulator defects 34

based on particle swarm optimization feedforward neural 35

network He et al. [3] used the Faster R-CNN algorithm [8] 36

to build an insulator detection model and locate the insulator 37

target. Then, he realized the lack of defect discrimination 38

of glass insulators through CNN algorithm. But when the 39

adjacent insulators are blocked, the detection result was poor. 40

Zhou [9] and others proposed a degraded insulator iden- 41

tification method based on the combination of time series 42

model and infrared detection technology, but the steel cap 43

area need to be separated from the infrared image. When the 44

insulator steel cap is blocked by the adjacent insulator, it will 45

decrease the detection accuracy. Therefore, by optimizing 46

the operating parameters of the UAV and standardizing the 47
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operating process of the UAV, the accuracy of the insulator48

defect detection can be effectively improved.49

Regarding the optimization of UAV operating parameters,50

Yang from Jiangsu University [10] studied the best shoot-51

ing point of UAV for the insulator inspection. The shooting52

method was preliminary studied by changing the shooting53

angle under a fixed shooting distance and height. Li et al. [11]54

qualitatively studied the influence of environmental humidity,55

occlusion, image clarity, and shooting distance on the infrared56

test results, but did not quantitatively explain the relationship.57

Considering there is limited research about the influence of58

the three parameters (shooting height, distance, and angle) on59

the completeness of insulator images, there is a lack of unified60

principles or methods for the selection of UAV operating61

parameters.62

This paper established a 3D model of the ceramic insulator63

in CAD, and simulated the height, distance and angle of the64

insulator taken by the UAV through three geometric trans-65

formations: rotation, translation, and scaling. UAV operation66

parameter settingmethod was studied by judging the integrity67

of the target in the image. Ceramic insulators were used as68

examples to study the influence of operation parameters on69

steel cap integrity. The operation parameters of UAV inspec-70

tion zero-value insulators that meet the requirements of image71

integrity evaluation were also proposed.72

II. UAV OPERATING PARAMETERS AND GEOMETRIC73

TRANSFORMATION OF INSULATORS74

An isometric model of the pendant insulator is established in75

CAD. Since the observation point of the insulator in CAD76

is fixed, specific operations such as rotating, zooming, and77

translating are performed on the insulator model to simulate78

the changes of UAV operating parameters in reality. The79

following analyzes the corresponding relationship between80

the zoom, translation, and rotation operations of the insulator81

and the changes in the height, angle, and distance of the82

drone.The equivalent correspondence between the changes of83

UAV operating parameters and the geometric transformation84

of insulators is shown in Figure 1.85

Figure 1(a) shows the correspondence between the shoot-86

ing height and the vertical shift of the insulator. The shooting87

height is linearly related to the vertical shift distance of88

the insulator, i.e., the increase of the shooting height x is89

equivalent to the downward shift of the insulator x90

Figure 1(b) shows the correspondence between the shoot-91

ing distance and the scaling of the insulator. The longer the92

shooting distance, the smaller the proportion of the insula-93

tor in the screen. The shooting distance can be changed by94

scaling the insulator. The relationship between the shooting95

distance and the zoom ratio r1 is shown in equation (1).96

r1 =
a

2d tan θ2
(1)97

where θ is the UAV’s field of view angle, a is the length of98

the insulator string, and d is the shooting distance.99

FIGURE 1. Correspondence diagram of insulator geometric
transformation and operating parameters: (a) Shooting height and
insulator displacement; (b) Shooting distance and insula-tor zoom;
(c) Shooting angle and insulator zoom and rotation.

Figure 1(c) shows the corresponding relationship between 100

the shooting angle and the scaling and rotation of the insu- 101

lator. The shooting depression angle can be equivalent to 102

rotating and scaling the insulator. The rotation method is 103

by rotating the insulator string in the vertical direction with 104

the UAV as the base point, and the rotation angle is equal 105

to the shooting depression angle; the functional relationship 106

between the shooting depression angle and the zoom ratio r2 107

is shown in equation (2). 108

r2 =
2 tan θ2

tan(ϕ + θ
2 )− tan(ϕ − θ

2 )
(2) 109

By analyzing the corresponding relationship between the 110

shooting height, distance, depression angle and the geometric 111

transformation of the insulator, according to the superposi- 112

tion principle, the height, distance and angle of the insulator 113

shooting by the UAV can be simulated. 114

III. INSULATOR IDENTIFICATION METHOD BASED ON 115

IMAGE PROCESSING 116

The insulator used in this article is the XP-160 disc type 117

suspension ceramic insulator. The cross-sectional view is 118
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FIGURE 2. Sectional view of XP-160 insulator.

shown in Figure 2. The height is 155 mm and the nominal119

diameter is 255 mm.120

A 110kV ceramic insulator string model was established121

in CAD, including 7 XP-160 ceramic insulators discs, with a122

length of 1.075 m. Its axonometric view is shown in Figure 3.123

The insulator image is obtained when the shooting distance124

is 5m, the shooting angle is 0◦, and the shooting height is at125

the center of the insulator, as shown in Figure 4(a).126

FIGURE 3. 110kV suspended insulator model axonometric drawing.

The insulators are segmented from the image using the127

threshold segmentation method based on RGB color compo-128

nents [12]–[14]. The RGB (Red, Blue, Green) components129

were extracted, the saturation of the insulator body and steel130

cap region in each component diagram were analyzed, and131

the optimal entropic threshold method (OET) [15] was used132

to separate the insulator body and steel cap. OET applies133

the concept of entropy to image segmentation to maximize134

the amount of information distributed between the target and135

the background in the image. The method also finds the136

optimal threshold by analyzing the entropy of the image gray137

histogram. For the disk surface, its contour characteristics138

are obvious, and the morphological method is used for disk139

surface segmentation [16]–[18].140

The insulator body, steel cap, and disk surface were seg-141

mented using the above method. The segmentation result of142

the insulator body based on the G component are shown in143

Figure 4(b); the segmentation result of the steel cap region144

based on the R component is shown in Figure 4(c); and the145

disk area segmentation result based on contour features is146

shown in Figure 4(d).147

FIGURE 4. Insulator segmentation results: (a) Original picture of
in-sulator; (b) Segmentation result of insulator string; (c) Segmentation
result of the steel cap; (d) Segmentation result of the disk surface.

IV. CALCULATION METHOD OF OPERATING 148

PARAMETERS FOR UAV INSULATOR INSPECTION 149

A. EVALUATION INDEX OF UAV SHOOTING RESULT 150

Insufficient image completeness of the insulator will cause 151

the lack of key information in the image, which is one of 152

the reasons for missed detection. The insulator area ratio is 153

defined as the ratio of the insulator area to the reference 154

area value. The insulator area ratio is used to quantify the 155

integrity of the insulator image, where the area reference 156

value is the total area of the insulator under unobstructed 157

conditions. The closer this insulator area ratio is to 1, themore 158

complete the insulator area in the image, the less overlap and 159

occlusion. 160

For different types of insulator defects, the characteristic 161

areas of concern are different, and appropriate evaluation 162

indicators need to be determined according to the type of 163

defect. The early decay of composite insulators is often man- 164

ifested as abnormal heating of the sheath [18]–[22], and the 165

integrity of the sheath can be used to quantitatively evaluate 166

the infrared inspection image of the composite insulator. 167

The zero-value insulator is mainly manifested as abnormal 168

heating in the steel cap area [14], [23], and the inspection 169

image of the zero-value insulator is based on the integrity 170

of the steel cap. Taking zero-value insulator detection as an 171

example, the calculation method of steel cap area ratio is as 172

follows. 173

1) Obtain the insulator image when the depression angle 174

is 0◦ and the UAV is flush with the low-voltage end; use the 175

method in Section 2 to calculate the area of the first steel cap 176

of the low-voltage end, and multiply it by the number of steel 177

caps as the baseline of the steel cap area of the insulator Se; 178

2) Calculate the insulator image acquired at the set shoot- 179

ing depression angle and height, and use the method in 180

Section 2 to calculate the area S of the insulator’s steel cap; 181

3) Calculate the area ratio of steel cap S/Se 182

B. UAV OPERATION PARAMETER TUNING 183

CALCULATION PROCESS 184

Many factors need to be considered in the setting calculation 185

of the operating parameters of the insulator of the UAV 186

inspection line. For example, the shooting distance cannot be 187
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less than the safety distance (related to the line voltage level);188

in order to ensure the cleanness of the image, the shooting189

distance cannot be too far; the selected three operating param-190

eters need to make the UAV capture full insulator strings and191

etc. By analyzing these factors, the operating parameter range192

was set, so as to formulate the setting calculation process as193

shown in Figure 5. The formulation of the setting calculation194

process is illustrated by taking the UAV inspection of 110kV195

zero-value insulators as an example.196

Considering the safety distance, image clarity, and the197

degree of overlap and deformation of insulators [9], the shoot-198

ing distance and shooting depression angle are considered199

as constraint variables, and the range of variation is deter-200

mined accordingly. The shooting distance is 3m∼10m, and201

the shooting depression angle is −30◦∼30◦. At the same202

time, in order to obtain the image of the entire insulator,203

the operating parameters of the UAV are constrained. Since204

changing the shooting height only needs to translate the insu-205

lator, which is a simple operation, and the size of the insulator206

is not changed, so the shooting height is constrained, and the207

constraint equation is shown in equation (3).208

d tan(ϕ −
θ

2
)+

a
2
< h < d tan(ϕ +

θ

2
)−

a
2

(3)209

A 3D model of 110kV insulator is built in CAD, and the210

calculation process of operating parameter setting is shown211

below. In this paper, the height of the center of the insu-lator212

is 0m, and the direction of the low-voltage end is the positive213

direction.214

1) Initialization of UAV operating parameters, shooting215

depression angle, shooting distance, shooting height;216

2) Determine whether the shooting depression angle is217

within −30◦∼30◦, if so, traverse the shooting height starting218

from the lowest allowable height, increasing by 0.1 m each219

time, otherwise initialize the operating parameters;220

3) Determine whether the shooting height satisfies the221

equation (3), if so, execute the JPGOUT command in the222

CAD to output the insulator image. Otherwise, the shooting223

depression angle will increase by 5◦, and return to step 2);224

4) Calculate the steel cap area ratio of the image, and output225

the three UAV operating parameters when the insulator area226

ratio is the largest.227

After the operation parameters are initialized for the sec-228

ond time, change the shooting distance and height, and repeat229

steps 1) to 4).230

V. OPERATIONAL PARAMETER TUNING RESULTS OF231

UAV INSPECTION FOR ZERO VALUE OF232

CERAMIC INSU-LATORS233

A. THE INFLUENCE OF OPERATING PARAMETERS234

ON THE INTEGRITY OF STEEL CAPS235

In this section, typical shooting positions to obtain insulator236

images within the setting rangewere selected, the area ratio of237

steel caps was calculated respectively. The influence of oper-238

ating parameters on the integrity of steel caps was explored,239

FIGURE 5. The UAV operation parameter setting calculation process.

and an optimal plan for operating parameters selection was 240

proposed. 241

The variation law of steel cap area ratio with shoot- 242

ing depression angle and shooting height is shown in 243

Figures 6 and 7. The x axis is the shooting height, and the 244
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y axis is the steel cap area ratio. When the depression angle245

is greater than or equal to 0◦, the area ratio of the steel cap246

gradually decreases with the increase of the height, and when247

the depression angle is less than or equal to −10◦, the area248

ratio of the steel cap gradually increases with the increase of249

the height, where the area ratio of the steel cap is −5◦ The250

relationship with height is parabolic, and −5◦ is considered251

to be a threshold angle for this regular transformation.252

As the shooting height increases, the position of the insu-253

lator string in the image moves down relatively, and the top254

of the steel cap is blocked by the disk of the upper insulator,255

resulting in a decrease in the integrity of the steel cap. When256

this shielding effect is strengthened, it will result in a further257

reduction in the integrity of the steel cap. When the UAV258

is shooting from a low angle, the bottom area of the steel259

cap will be blocked by its own insulator plate, resulting in a260

decrease in the integrity of the steel cap. Therefore, theremust261

be a threshold angle between the shooting depression angles262

of different blocking directions, determined by the structure263

and shape of the insulator.264

FIGURE 6. The curve of steel cap area ratio with shooting height and
depression angle.

The change of steel cap area ratio with shooting distance265

and shooting height is shown in Figure 8. Within the shooting266

distance of 3 m∼10 m, the steel cap area ratio changes with267

the shooting height. The closer the shooting distance, the268

more occlusion of the steel cap, resulting in a reduction in the269

maximum value of the steel cap area ratio. When the shooting270

distance is 7m, the maximum steel cap area ratio reaches the271

maximum. But when the shooting distance is between 3m and272

7m, the difference in the area ratio of the steel cap is within273

0.02. When the shooting distance continues to increase, the274

image clarity becomes the main factor affecting the area ratio275

of the steel cap, resulting in rapidly decrease of the steel cap276

area. Therefore, the best shooting distance is 3 m∼7 m.277

B. THE RESULT OF OPERATING PARAMETER TUNING278

According to the above analysis, on the premise of obtaining279

the image of the entire insulator, in order to maximize the area280

FIGURE 7. The trend of steel cap area ratio with shooting height and
depression angle.

FIGURE 8. The change curve of steel cap area ratio with shooting height
and distance.

ratio of the insulator steel cap, the shooting distance should 281

be 3-7m. The constraint condition of the shooting distance 282

d is expressed in equation (4). The structure and shape of the 283

insulator determine the value of the threshold angle.When the 284

shooting depression angle is greater than the threshold angle, 285

the shooting height should be taken as the lowest height for 286

obtaining the entire insulator image, as shown in equation (5). 287

When the shooting depression angle is less than the threshold 288

angle, the shooting height should be the highest height to 289

capture the entire insulator, as expressed in equation (6). 290

d >
a

2 tan θ2
3 < d < 7 (4) 291

hf = d tan(ϕ −
θ

2
)+

a
2

(5) 292

hy = d tan(ϕ +
θ

2
)−

a
2

(6) 293

This paper has discussed the optimization of inspection 294

parameters for vertical pendant insulators. When facing a 295

porcelain insulator in a horizontal or inclined state, the 296
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reference coordinate system of the UAV operating parameters297

can be rotated so that the reference coordinate system and the298

insulator axis are always consistent. Coincidence, when the299

lens is perpendicular to the axis of the insulator, is regarded300

as the shooting angle of 0◦, which is consistent with the301

discussion of the pendant insulator in the vertical direction.302

VI. APPLICATION OF UAV INSPECTION ON THE ZERO303

VALUE OF CERAMIC INSULATOR304

Sections 4 and 5 have presented the calculation method for305

parameter of UAV insulator inspection and the result of306

parameter setting of zero value insulator inspection. Here, the307

operating parameters of onsite UAV would be adjusted and308

calculated based on the above method to verify the simulation309

results obtained in Section 5.2.310

Taking a 110kV line suspension insulator as the study311

object, M300-H20T was used to take infrared images of312

insulators. The field of view of the equipment is 25◦, the313

shooting distance is 5m, and the insulator string length a314

is 1.075m. The shooting environment conditions are: the315

ambient temperature is 31◦C, the ambient humidity is 60%,316

the ground wind speed is 0, and the light intensity is 2100 lx.317

A typical infrared image is shown in Figure 9318

FIGURE 9. Infrared image of 110kV suspension insulator.

The steel cap area ratio of infrared images taken by319

M300-H20T at different shooting heights and depres-320

sion angles are calculated, and the results are shown in321

Figure 10 and 11. The shooting height of 0m is the height of322

the center of the insulator, and the direction of the low-voltage323

side is the square phase. When the insulator is shot down,324

as the height increases, the area ratio of the steel cap gradually325

decreases, and as the depres-sion angle increases, the area326

ratio of the steel cap decreases gradually, which is consistent327

with the simulation results obtained in Section 5.2. When328

shooting the insulator upside down, the area ratio of the steel329

cap decreases gradually with the increase of the elevation330

angle; the change rule of the area ratio of the steel cap with the331

shooting height is affected by the elevation angle. When the332

elevation angle is 5◦, the relationship between the steel cap333

FIGURE 10. The variation curve of steel cap area ratio with height and
depression angle under experimental conditions.

FIGURE 11. The variation curve of steel cap area ratio with height and
depression angle under experimental conditions.

FIGURE 12. The relationship between depression angle and maximum
steel cap area ratio under simulation and ex-perimental conditions.

area ratio and the shooting height is parabolic, and it gradually 334

transforms into a monotonically increasing curve after the 335

elevation angle continues to increase, which is consistent with 336

the simulation results obtained in Section 5.2. 337
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According to the simulation results obtained in Section 5.2338

and the field experiment results, the variation of themaximum339

steel cap area ratio with the shooting depression angle is340

compared, as shown in Figure 12. It can be found from the341

figure that the area ratio of the steel cap in the field experiment342

is slightly lower than the area ratio of the simulated steel343

cap, but the absolute error is within 0.14. The reason may344

be that the top end of the steel cap under the experimental345

conditions is affected by the shading of the upper disk surface,346

which results in the visual darkening, making it difficult to be347

identified as a steel cap.348

VII. CONCLUSION349

According to the purpose of inspection, the integrity of the350

target area is selected as the evaluation index of the UAV’s351

shooting effect, and the operating parameter calculation352

process is formulated considering factors such as safety dis-353

tance and image clarity. The operating parameter calculation354

method of the insulator for the UAV line inspection is355

proposed. The influence of the shooting height, distance356

and angle on the integrity of the steel cap is obtained357

by calculation, and the above influence is verified through358

field experiments. The optimal operation parameter scheme359

for obtaining the zero defect of the line insulator is pro-360

posed. Regarding the UAV inspection of 110kV line zero-361

value insulators, the main conclusions of this paper are as362

follows:363

1) When the shooting distance remains the same and the364

shooting depression angle is within [0◦, 30◦], the obtained365

steel cap area ratio will decrease as the shooting height366

increases; when the shooting depression angle is −5◦, the367

obtained steel cap area ratio will first increase and then368

decrease as the shooting height increases. When the shooting369

depression angle is [−1◦, −30◦], the obtained steel cap area370

ratio will increase as the shooting height increases.371

2) When the shooting depression angle remains the same,372

as the shooting distance increases, the maximum value of the373

steel cap area ratio first increases and then decreases. When374

the shooting distance is 7 m, the maximum value of the steel375

cap area ratio reaches the maximum. However, the shooting376

distance is within 3 m – 7 m, the difference be-tween the377

area ratio of the steel cap is within 0.02. When the shooting378

distance continues to increase, the image clarity decreases,379

resulting in a rapid decrease in the maximum value of the380

steel cap area ratio.381

3) The shooting distance should be within 3 m∼7 m.382

When the shooting angle is not less than 0◦, the shooting383

height should be the lowest height that can capture the entire384

insulator. if the shooting angle is not greater than −10◦, the385

shooting height should be the highest height that can capture386

the entire insulator.387
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